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About This Game

About Be hate Free:

To “be hate free” is a moral and ethical human obligation that has no political, cultural or religious bounds. It represents what is
fair and just for all people, an idea that we should all agree to aspire towards. – behatefree.org

READ: The Declaration to Be hate Free

Be hate Free INTERACTIVE is an application that provides useful tools, fun activities, lessons, community activities and
opportunities to help you overcome the negative influences of hate while also making a positive impact in the lives of others.

 

Our program will take you through fundamental and advanced training. We also have interactive exercises where you can apply
what you’ve learned in real life. You can complete lessons and activities at your own pace and can revisit them as often as you

like.
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 Improve your communication skills and de-escalation skills and overcome the influences of negativity in your life.

 Our videos (downloads) can be used as training tools for diversity awareness. Use for students employees or
organizations.

 Level up your progress as you complete the lessons and update your ranking position on our hero/leaderboard.

 Become more positive, productive and effective even in the midst of negative challenges.

 Create your own profile page or professional page and connect with other members.

 Get access to media/video downloads, music soundtracks and other extra content.

Things to be implemented over time:

More courses and advanced lessons
Activities which will involve real life application

Mobile version access so you can use the program from your mobile device
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Title: Be hate Free: Interactive
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Be hate Free.org
Publisher:
U Game Me
Franchise:
U Game Me
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista 7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or 1.80 GHz equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024x768 or better video resolution

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Basic Sound Card

English
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Nice plot in this game, has nice puzzles and nice graphics. The game is somewhat short and the voiceacting sounds a bit odd.
But that didnt bother me too much, I found this game to be fun.

Recommended for all point&click\/hidden object lovers.. A game with potential but due to camera controls, limited
customization and strategic depth; this game simply falls flat and will have you both confused and frustrated. I had researched 4
different things and couldn't research anything more, I was stuck with inferrior fleet unable to use my limited funds for anything
besides getting more units...

Eventually I was confronted with a far superior alien race and their few numbers decimated my many... usually in games like
this there's ways to improve your fleet in more than just numbers but this game's extrememly few upgrades forces you to just
buy as many units as possible and hope that you'll survive due to numbers alone.

I want to support indie development, but releasing a game that's running on bones isn't something I'd recommend... I want more
to do with my fleet and how to kick♥♥♥♥♥ I want battle strategies that are executed when engaging the enemy so that I can
watch them fight, I want more than 2 ships to pick from in what I can create, and to control sectors that will help aid my fleet in
resources.. Only 2or 3 peeople online (the entire player base I saw as of 1 year ago) who never communicate. Some other
reviewer mentioned how the developers have an uneven advantage as well. Not worth it even on sale!. The epic fandisc to the
original Princess Evangile!

If you ever wanted a route for any of the side-characters from the original game or an epilogue for the 4 main heroines
(specially for the one with a more "bittersweet" ending), this has all of it!. amazing software!
exactly what you need when you've got a high performance system and want it set up to par. I found this to be a very enjoyable
game for the asking price. All of the main levels follow the same formula of defending civilians from attackers, then a boss
fight which requires using different mechanics to defeat. Following the boss, there are first person modes for racing and
fighting. Those are a nice break from the town saving missions. Controlling the player vehicle is easy to grasp, but there are
some rough edges with physics and some objects/walls in the game (the tank boss also got stuck a couple of times). The
achievements are very easy to scoop up, if you're into that. I was able to get 35/40 in my first session, and another hour or so to
finish the campaign granted another perfect game. Overall I've been sufficiently entertained by this title.. This series is, along
with OpFor, proof that Gearbox isn't the worst developer on the planet Earth.

They may be pathological liars, but they ♥♥♥♥ up when a production of theirs is outsourced, half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥from the get go
or largely NOT theirs (the last two apply to Duke Forever, the first to Aliens: Colonial Marines). They don't ♥♥♥♥ up when
they're trying.

While I believe certain games like Borderlands can result in a loss of interest fairly quickly, it's still not a 'bad' game - just
average.

The BIA series is about twenty times better than that. It's been a while since I've played through them all thoroughly, including
Hell's Highway, during a completely different era and time period, but my memories of the games are good ones.. This program
even can't start. I saw many streamers play ESEA. But I can't start this program. And my antivirus says it is virus. Well fix it.
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lovely game with great graphics, typical plot&relatively short story but fully audio which make it adorable. price is reasonable,
would recommende to anyone.. nice game would rate 9/10 only reason its not a 10 because i wish it was a tad more graphical.
You know, it's amazing how this game managed to not only get something new to the rouge-lite actions, but also to... not
surpass, but become a totally different game than it's first part.
Soul Thief: A Wizard's Lizard 2 is a really fresh take on the genre and just overall a fun, cute and challenging game that will be
liked not only by the loyal fans of the first A Wizard's Lizard, but also by fans of genre overall, even in it's early access state.
Also, Ragna is the cutest lizard i've ever seen and it became even cuter since the first game. Nice work, guys, keep it up.
p.s.
I'm still concerned about timeline though.... Well just to drop the pro's and cons that are CURRENTLY (its an Early access title)
the main parts of the game:

Pro:
-Huge level up posibility
-Huge Battles
-Base Building
-Tutorial Campaign
-Huge Modding pisibilitis(Everything ya need is notepad ++, you can basicaly change the entire game to your liking)
-MULTIPLAYER
-AI companions that you can make yourselfe + edit their behavior and what they should equip and build

Cons:
-Most skills (like craft armor) are useless, might change in the future(they only speed up the build time and dont add boosts to
the armor)
-Leveling takes a ton of time
-Monsters are weak after you hit iron age and start using the gear you get from there on(i still recomend microing yourselfe out
of close quater to heal properly, your not invincible after all and never will be(even with 9k defence you still get 1 dmg per hit)
-Some things are unballanced (For example the Artilerie you can build, even thou it only hits in a line, it does more dmg than
anybody has health in the game , wiping out everything smaller in its path with ease and thus eradicating nearly 20% of some
huge waves just with one shot)
-Base building is soon over, you tend to think it is a good game aspect, yet houses are only for yourselfe, and you only can have
one at a time, the rest are crafting stations and walls and turrets
-Atm. cheep character customisation options as well as badly made png's for them (even thou it is a lot of work, try making
them single file things for front, back, side's and not all in one, thats nearly imposible for a newb modder to change, and for
those who have no skill at pixel art even more)
-Only the host is alowed to bring his/her companions into the match in MP.

Again this is the CURRENT status of the game, i bet it will change soon, either buy it (i recomend it even in its current state as
it is a lot of fun) or leave it. But be warned: This game, and i guess it still will be like that in the future, is a huge grindfest. It has
base building yes, yet thats secondary and not primary. Primary is the leveling of your character AND his/her companions
(currently you can have random ones with you, yet you cant controll what they do. If you make your own Companions you can
change their AI and decide what they should build and equip plus it adds more of a personal feel to it). Less of a metroidvania &
more of a platformer. Nub's Adventure, was a pretty fun experience. While it was mostly a laid back, casual platformer, there
were a couple moments that were frustratingly challenging.

This is definitely worth a look. $7.00 might be a bit steep though.. Recommended.
Good point&click adventure game.
I can be short but good enough.
Good graphics, story... Interesting puzzles. Original.. Not a game. just a polished zero g experience.
really feels like youre floating around in a space suit.

There's about 4 different environments to mess around with. Has virtual arms and good interactions. Nice presence in this demo.
One of my favorite environments to just hang out in while listening to youtube.. Basically Unplayable, none of the cutscenes
work, and havent in the 7 years I have owned it.. They said that they were going to update, a year later, nothing.

Its probablyan idea to see what company they next use and avoid.. Great story, the platforming can be difficult if you don't learn
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from your mistakes. The bosses are difficult and a good place to learn the controls well as you die repeatably.

Expect to die a ton of times. Some areas seem almost impossible to survive through the first try, but you can keep attacking it an
wearing it down as you become more skilled.

Don't expect an easy game. I am pushing through because I love the story. Also after the about 300th death I think I am getting
the hang of it. I just need to stop standing on traps while looking for where to go next.

Note: there are a few things that could be done to improve the experience a bit, and I am sure they are working on them.

Leaving Steam...:
We will be removing this product from Steam. We don't believe this is the best place for this application and we want to make
sure we are providing something that is helpful and useful for the community. We would like to say thank you to everyone who
has purchased this project and supported us. You all are great.

Keep positive, be productive and when ever possible, show love.

. Update coming soon...:
We are preparing our mega update which will be quite different from the original version. Hope you like it.. October 2018:
Newsletter:
We are making great progress! We have included more content for our program with "bonus" content that will also be included
as well. We currently do not have plans for DLCs. We want to make sure all updates and content will always be free, even for
our community. If we add any DLCs it will be for sponsorship purposes.

The program looks and feels great so far. We are also working hard to include content that you can use as training tools outside
of Steam (videos, resources). We hope to see your support as we will be pushing all of our efforts in this direction as a full time
endeavor. Thank you for following our progress.. About our progress:
We are still working on our updated version. We are including a few new activities that should provide better opportunities for
involvement. So far so good. We will keep you updated on when it will be ready.. December 2018: Newsletter:
We are making great strides on our project but we still have a lot of work ahead of us. Hopefully we will have everything ready
for our estimated January 2019 Early Access release. We’ve been adding a few new extra features and had to delay the release.
It’s often hard to estimate when or if it is ready. So far, things are progressing well though. If we can’t get things ready for
January, I’ll try to post an update and let everyone know what the situation is but it looks like we will have things ready by then.

We are constantly hard at work on this project, no breaks. It’s been a life changing and emotional experience producing this
project and I hope that it will make a difference in your life as much as it has ours. It’s been an unbelievable journey thus far
and we appreciate your patience.

With a project like this, you never know what to expect. It is quite unlike anything we’ve ever done but we are very excited
about it. Creating something that can imply real life results is not a simple task. It is very difficult to even consider creating a
project like this, especially for the Steam community. I believe it is worth the time, patience and hard work. So far, it has
changed our life for the better. We hope it can do the same for you. We hope you will join us on this journey.

1. Be positive in the face of adversity or negativity.
2. STAY positive in spite of it.
3. Continue to be the difference.

Thanks again everyone.. New Update Just Added 2.0:
We just added the updated 2.0 version. The screen size has been increased, better UI and features to improve the daily missions.
We updated the community as well with new groups and groups topics for discussions. If you already own a copy, it will update
from your Steam account when you attempt to play.

Community membership is also now free so you can register and log on to take part in our discussions. We will be adding the
trial version soon for download as well.. The future of Be hate Free Interactive:
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We just received some helpful advice from Valve's support team. We have decided to give this application more time on Steam.
We want to make sure we provide a better experience for everyone so if you purchased the application, please provide your
feedback and suggestions on the discussions board.

We are making some major updates to the application with new helpful features so more info soon. We are still in development
so please consider that the application is still in Early Access.

Remember, this project is meant to provide the help you need. If you purchased the app, feel free to let us know what you
would prefer to see or not see in our next updates.

Thanks again for all of your time and support.

*Also thank you to the support team at Valve.
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